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Preface

PRe′FaCe. n.s. [preface, Fr. præfatio, lat.] Something spoken intro-
ductory to the main design; introduction; something proemial.

This superficial tale
is but a preface to her worthy praise. Shakesp.

Perhaps no english author gains more from being set in context than 
Samuel Johnson. “The age of Johnson” – the phrase has been used since 
at least 1834 – suggests that he stands at the center of “his” age in a way 
few writers do. Studies of Johnson, therefore, almost always turn into 
studies of his age: it is impossible to discuss him without also discussing 
his intellectual, literary, and cultural contexts. his uniquely encyclopedic 
mind somehow stands for his entire world. Finding one’s way through 
that world, though, can be daunting, because the volume of accumulated 
scholarship on the subject is vast. Samuel Johnson in Context therefore 
serves as a kind of vade-mecum to eighteenth-century British culture. The 
contributions from forty-seven leading experts in the field explore the 
state of the art in recent thinking about eighteenth-century British life.

The collection is divided into three parts. The first, “life and works,” 
focuses on Johnson himself: his biography and his most important biog-
raphers, the works he wrote for publication, and the letters he wrote for 
private consumption. The second part, “Critical fortunes,” gives a broad 
overview of the way Johnson has been discussed, analyzed, studied, and 
mythologized during his lifetime and since: the collected editions of his 
works, the translations of his writings into other languages, the critical 
reception of his works from his death to the present, the portraits and 
caricatures that appeared during and shortly after his lifetime, and his 
transformation into the legendary character “Dr. Johnson.”

The third, and longest, part, “Contexts,” contains thirty-eight chapters, 
arranged in alphabetical order, not so much about Johnson himself as 
about the culture in which he lived. So copious was Johnson’s mind, and 
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Prefacexxii

so wide-ranging his interests, that he is one of the very few writers whose 
name can be paired with almost any noun in the language to produce a 
promising research subject. There are good articles waiting to be written 
on Johnson and agronomy, Johnson and numismatics, Johnson and navi-
gation, Johnson and calculus. But space is necessarily limited, and i have 
therefore focused on the contexts that best illuminate Johnson’s life and 
writings.

Some of those contexts will be obvious: a chapter on essays makes sense 
for one of england’s greatest essayists; a chapter on clubs helps to illumin-
ate the co-founder of The Club; a chapter on literary criticism is a must 
for the age’s greatest critic. others, though, may be less expected. When 
a. S. turberville published Johnson’s England: An Account of the Life and 
Manners of His Age three-quarters of a century ago, he found no room for 
any discussion of women authors, empire, anthropology, nationalism, or 
slavery. Putting that volume next to this one can be enlightening, since 
it shows how much the Johnson of the early twenty-first century differs 
from that of the early twentieth. Subjects once thought peripheral are 
now at the center of Johnsonian studies. it is telling that the most fre-
quently quoted sentence in this volume is Johnson’s indictment of slavery: 
“how is it that we hear the loudest yelps for liberty among the drivers of 
negroes?” (Works, 10:454).

a chronology lays out the major events of Johnson’s lifetime and the 
years that followed; after that, each chapter opens with a short selection 
from Johnson’s famous Dictionary of the English Language (1755): the ety-
mology, a single definition, and a single quotation. Several dozen illus-
trations from eighteenth-century sources allow readers to experience 
something of the visual culture of the age that Johnson made his.

jack lynch
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xxiii

Chronology
Jack Lynch

Chrono ′l ogy. n.s. [χρόνος, time, and λόγος, doctrine] The 
science of computing and adjusting the periods of time as the revo-
lution of the sun and moon; and of computing time past, and refer-
ring each event to the proper year.

Where i allude to the customs of the Greeks, i believe i may be 
justified by the strictest chronology; though a poet is not obliged to 
the rules that confine an historian. Prior.

1709 
September 7  Samuel Johnson born in lichfield (after Britain adopted 

the Gregorian calendar in 1752, Johnson observed his 
birthday on September 18).

1710  The “act for the encouragement of learning,” the 
world’s first copyright law, comes into effect. 

1711 
march  addison and Steele begin publishing The Spectator 

(through December 1712).
1712 
march SJ taken to london to be touched by Queen anne.
october SJ’s brother nathaniel born.
1717 
January SJ starts at lichfield Grammar School.
1720 
august  South Sea Company stock prices begin to fall, prompt-

ing the South Sea Bubble.
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Chronologyxxiv

1721 
april 3   Robert Walpole appointed First lord of the treasury.
  nathan Bailey publishes An Universal Etymological English 

Dictionary. 
1723 
July 16 Joshua Reynolds born.
1728 
october 31 SJ begins at Pembroke College, oxford.
1729 
December SJ leaves oxford without a degree.
1730 nathan Bailey publishes Dictionarium Britannicum. 
1731 
January edward Cave begins publishing the Gentleman’s Magazine.
December 7 michael Johnson, SJ’s father, dies.
1732 
march  SJ works as an usher at market Bosworth Grammar School, 

leaving after a few months.
1733 SJ contributes to the Birmingham Journal. 
1734 
august 5  SJ publishes proposals for an edition of the poems of Politian.
1735 A Voyage to Abyssinia, SJ’s first book, published. 
July 9 SJ marries elizabeth (“tetty”) Jervis Porter.
  Thomas Dyche and William Pardon publish A New General 

English Dictionary. 
1737 
march 2 SJ’s brother nathaniel dies.
march 2 SJ and David Garrick leave lichfield for london.
July 12  SJ writes to edward Cave, offering to contribute to the 

Gentleman’s Magazine.
1738 
march SJ writes “ad urbanum” to edward Cave.
may 13 London, SJ’s first major poem, published.
June  “Debates in the Senate of Magna Lilliputia” begin appear-

ing in the Gentleman’s Magazine.
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Chronology xxv

Summer SJ at work on The History of the Council of Trent.
1739 
Spring  Marmor Norfolciense and A Compleat Vindication of the 

Licensers of the Stage published.
July Richard Savage leaves london.
august SJ leaves london to return to lichfield.
1740 
Spring SJ once again moves to london.
1741 
January 27 hester Thrale born.
June 24  SJ writes proposals for Robert James’s Medicinal 

Dictionary.
July  SJ becomes the sole writer of the parliamentary debates 

(through march 1744).
1742 
February 11 Robert Walpole resigns.
autumn  Thomas osborne hires SJ to catalogue the harleian 

library.
1743 
august 1 Richard Savage dies in debtors’ prison.
1744 
February 11 The Life of Richard Savage published.
may 30 alexander Pope dies.
1745 
april 6  Miscellaneous Observations on the Tragedy of Macbeth pub-

lished; the proposed edition comes to nothing.
July 23  Charles edward Stuart, descendant of the deposed James 

ii, lands with a Jacobite invading force.
october 19 Jonathan Swift dies.
1746 
april 16 The Jacobites are defeated at the Battle of Culloden.
June 18 SJ signs a contract to produce a dictionary in three years.
1747 
august The Plan of an English Dictionary published.
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September 15  SJ’s “Drury lane Prologue” delivered by Garrick to mark 
his management of the theater.

1748 
april 7 SJ contributes a preface to The Preceptor.
1749 
January 9 The Vanity of Human Wishes published.
February 6 Irene first performed at Drury lane.
1750 
march 20  The first Rambler essay published.
  Francis Barber brought from Jamaica to england by his 

owner, Richard Bathurst. 
1752 
march 14 The last Rambler essay published.
march 28 SJ’s wife, elizabeth, dies.
1753 
march 3  SJ begins contributing to the Adventurer (through 

march 2, 1754).
1755 
February 20  SJ awarded an honorary master of arts by oxford 

university.
april 15 A Dictionary of the English Language published.
1756 
march SJ arrested for debt.
april SJ becomes editor of the Literary Magazine.
may 18  england declares war on France, entering the Seven 

Years’ War.
June 2  SJ signs a contract to edit Shakespeare’s plays, promis-

ing to deliver them by Christmas 1757.
 SJ meets Sir Joshua Reynolds. 
1757 
January 1  The first number of the London Chronicle appears with 

an article by SJ.
1758 
april 15  The first Idler essay published (through april 5, 1760).
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Chronology xxvii

1759 
January 20 Sarah Johnson, SJ’s mother, dies.
april 20 Rasselas published.
September 13  General James Wolfe dies in the Battle of Quebec, 

Britain’s greatest victory in the Seven Years’ War.
1760 
may 1  SJ attends a meeting to promote the education of black 

americans with Benjamin Franklin.
october 25 George ii dies; George iii assumes the throne.
1761 
Winter SJ visits lichfield for the first time in twenty years.
1762 
July SJ awarded a pension of £300 a year.
1763 
February 10 The treaty of Paris ends the Seven Years’ War.
may 16 SJ meets James Boswell.
1764 
January  SJ and Reynolds form the literary Club with oliver 

Goldsmith, edmund Burke, John hawkins, topham 
Beauclerk, anthony Chamier, Bennet langton, and 
Christopher nugent.

1765 
January 9 SJ meets henry and hester Thrale.
July 23  SJ awarded an honorary doctorate by trinity College, 

Dublin.
october 10 SJ’s edition of Shakespeare’s plays published.
1766 
october  SJ begins his collaboration with Sir Robert Chambers on 

A Course of Lectures on the English Law.
1767 
February  SJ meets George iii, who urges him to continue writing.
1768 
august 25  Captain James Cook leaves england, to arrive in tahiti 

on april 13, 1769.
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1769 
January 2  Reynolds delivers the first of his Discourses at the Royal 

academy.
  SJ appointed honorary Professor of ancient literature 

at the Royal academy. 
1770 
January 17 The False Alarm published.
1771 
march 16  Thoughts on the Late Transactions Respecting Falkland ’s 

Islands published.
1772 
June 22  The mansfield decision renders slavery unenforceable in 

Britain.
1773 
march  The revised fourth folio edition of the Dictionary 

published.
august  SJ leaves london to join JB on a tour of the Western 

islands of Scotland.
December 16  The Boston tea Party shows the extent of american dis-

content with British policy.
1774 
February  Donaldson v. Becket declares copyright is not 

perpetual.
July 5  SJ and the Thrales travel to north Wales, returning in 

September.
october 12 The Patriot published.
1775 
January 18 A Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland published.
march 8 Taxation No Tyranny published.
april 1  SJ receives his honorary doctorate granted by oxford 

university.
april 19  The Battle of lexington and Concord marks the begin-

ning of the War of american independence.
September  SJ travels to France with the Thrales and Giuseppe 

Baretti, returning in november.
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1776 
may 15 JB arranges for SJ to meet John Wilkes.
July 4  The Continental Congress adopts the Declaration of 

independence.
1777 
march SJ meets Frances Burney.
march 29  SJ agrees to contribute “little lives, and little Prefaces, 

to a little edition of the english Poets.”
1779 
January 20 Garrick dies.
march The first four volumes of Lives of the Poets published.
June SJ witnesses the Gordon Riots.
1781 
april 4 henry Thrale dies.
may The last volume of the Lives of the Poets published.
1782 
January 17 Robert levet dies.
1783 
June 17 SJ suffers a stroke and is unable to speak for two days.
September 3  The treaty of Paris officially ends the War of american 

independence.
September 6 anna Williams dies.
December 8 SJ founds the essex head Club.
1784 
June 22 SJ attends the Club for the last time.
June 30 SJ and JB meet for the last time.
July 23 hester Thrale marries Gabriel Piozzi.
December 8 SJ makes his final will.
December 13 SJ dies in london.
December 20 SJ buried at Westminster abbey.
December  Thomas tyers’s Biographical Sketch of Dr. Samuel Johnson 

published.
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1785 
February 1  SJ’s dedication of Charles Burney’s Account of the 

Musical Performance in Westminster Abbey published 
posthumously.

august SJ’s Prayers and Meditations published posthumously.
october 1 JB’s Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides published.
1786 
march 26  hester Piozzi publishes Anecdotes of the Late Samuel 

Johnson, LL.D.
1787 
march 20  Sir John hawkins publishes The Works of Samuel Johnson, 

including The Life of Samuel Johnson.
1791 
may 16 JB publishes The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D.
1795 
may 19 JB dies.
1796 
February 23 a monument to SJ erected in Westminster abbey.
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